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Disclaimer

This Whitepaper prepared by SET is for elaboration, description and for informational purposes only, This is not an offer or a solicitation to buy or sell any securities or to invest in any financial instruments. The SET tokens are not intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction. This Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in securities in any jurisdiction. This Whitepaper does not constitute or form part of any opinion on any advice to sell, or any solicitation of any offer by the distributor/vendor of the SET to purchase any SET nor shall it or any part of it nor the fact of its presentation form the basis of, or be relied upon regarding, any contract or investment decision. The distributor will be an affiliate of SET and will deploy all proceeds of SET sales to SET’s cryptocurrency project, businesses and operations. No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment in relation to the sale and purchase of SET and no cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted on the basis of this Whitepaper. Any agreement as between the distributor and you as a purchaser, and in relation to any sale and purchase, of SET (as referred to in this Whitepaper) is to be governed by only a separate document setting out the terms and conditions (the
“T&Cs”) of such agreement. In the event of any inconsistencies between the T&Cs and this Whitepaper, the T&Cs shall prevail.
Executive Summary

The famous quote of John Muir encapsulates the two central ideas of our company – Universe & Connectivity.

Save Environment Token or SET, as it is commonly known is a cryptocurrency token that provides sustainable solutions to the three most widespread problems of our world today, namely,

- Environmental Pollution
- Climate Change
- Obesity & Unhealthy Lifestyle

Our company SET Environment and Technology Solutions Technology Pty. Ltd. has come out with an ingenious solution of providing innovative Eco-friendly products which reduce the carbon footprint and/or improve the lifestyle of individuals making them healthier & physically fit, through a De-Centralized Open Source Blockchain Platform.

We have created a global ecosystem through our blockchain platform with cryptocurrency tokens (SET), which basically provides solutions for –

- Entrepreneurs who need different types of funding for development of eco-friendly products
- Businesses who want to use our platform for marketing & selling their eco-friendly products to like-minded individuals across the world
- Creation of innovative public-private programs with government authorities of different countries to promote our company ethos mentioned above.
- Marketing & Sales of our company manufactured eco-friendly products across the globe
Introduction

What is Blockchain Technology?

Simply stating, Blockchain is an online electronic ledger which has revolutionized the concept of money. The ledger is spread across multiple networks of computers across the globe & uses the principles of Cryptography to restrict the access to the ledger, only for members who have a unique key. So, blockchain secures all the financial and contractual data being fed into it through various transactions happening around the world, leading to 100% Data Security & Seamless traceability of past data.

Essentially Blockchain is a peer-to-peer medium of exchanges where the underlying theme is Supply-Demand dynamics, without any intermediary or middlemen (Banks, Government, Credit Card Companies) to regulate the transactions.

The word Blockchain literally means a chain of uniquely identified alpha-numeric electronic blocks consisting of secured data.

The first product to use this technology and getting birthed from it was Bitcoin in 2008.

Blockchain as an alternate transaction medium offers the following opportunities –

- Financial and Time savings for contractual interactions & validations
- Confirmation of financial and contractual transactions dynamically between the buyers & sellers or principal & agency
- 100% reliability of transactions getting materialized, since it is all automated without no human interaction
With the democratization of the technology, there are many new platforms and cryptocurrencies which are being developed on a daily basis.

**Relationship of Blockchain with SET**

SET token is the by-product of Blockchain technology; both of them share a father-son relationship. Simply stating, SET token is a utility token which aims to promote initiatives resulting in Environmental Sustainability by tying-up with institutions who promote this initiative. These institutions will be brought on board to transact with SET tokens, the attraction being that the value of the token will increase as and when new companies with their projects join the SET community.

All the transactional records, be it any type (financial, contractual, non-financial) will be classified & recorded in a decentralized open ledger through Blockchain technology. These records can be seen and verified by all the stakeholders including general public who have access to the unique login key credentials.

**What is a Cryptocurrency?**

The medium used for exchange of value on a Blockchain platform is Cryptocurrency, just like money is used as exchange of value on traditional financial transactions.

So, a question arises, as to why cryptocurrency is more advantageous than traditional money. The reasons are as follows -

- Since there are no middlemen or regulators involved in cryptocurrency transactions, significant savings are entailed because of reduced use of human, financial & other resources. These savings are passed onto the final customer as an inherent discount mechanism
- Traditional money can only be used in financial transactions whereas cryptocurrency as a medium of exchange
is also used in **Smart Contracts** & other non-financial transactions

- The value of a cryptocurrency is decided purely & entirely by Buyers & Sellers through Supply-Demand dynamics, whereas institutions like Central Banks & Governments regulate the pricing of money.

- The time taken to realize a transaction through cryptocurrency will always be less than traditional way because of cryptocurrency’s inherent technological nature.

- Cryptocurrency’s are developed with an end goal in mind, like SET is developed for environmental sustainability, so investors & traders can choose specific cryptocurrencies with an end goal which is closer to their heart or as per the utility.

---

**What is SET Token?**

SET is a Utility token with inherent discounting where consumers are given an opportunity to scan through a plethora of projects which have environmental sustainability at their heart and choose the ones they want to invest in. The investment is done through contribution of SET tokens. SET tokens can be availed by joining the SET community & becoming its member.

Our Associates & Investors can leverage the global network of strategic partners that have expertise in multiple fields like IoT, Blockchain, Computer Programming, Marketing, Public Financing and more.

We have extensively tried to position ourselves at the forefront of human advancements which can provide innovative technological solutions for eradicating the serious problems to Mother Earth & its inhabitants.
The SET ecosystem consists of all the elements mentioned in the graphic. The platform has been developed on Ethereum Blockchain, the exclusive medium of transacting through and on this platform is through use of SET Tokens. The validity & security of the transactions for both donors & receivers is taken care by Smart Contracts. These contracts are also used for managing funds.

Our platform is extremely user-friendly where you can seamlessly convert your SET tokens into other cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin & Ethereum. The platform also features a state-of-the-art wallet to store funds, monitor token earnings & transact on the platform.
Ethereum Platform

Our SET platform utilizes Ethereum Platform. The Ethereum platform was developed through the Blockchain technology, enhancing the features through which Bitcoin was formed. So basically, SET platform can be distributed as a smart application over all the computers which use Ethereum Blockchain. These applications are called Distributed Apps or DAPPS, with Ethereum being one of the most widely used DAPPS development platform.

Smart Contracts

A revolutionary concept which has been made possible after the emergence of Blockchain Technology. It is a contract drafted on Ethereum platform & does not require a third-party validation for successful execution. Smart contracts ensure successful contract execution & meeting of terms & agreements.

SET platform will also work through multiple smart contracts being undertaken with multiple stakeholders.
ERC 20 Certification

ERC stands for **Ethereum Request for Comments**, which means an official protocol to be followed for making suggestions to improve Ethereum. SET is ERC 20 certified as it has been admitted as a part of Ethereum Platform.

SET Token Creation Process
- Setting of rules & parameters for allowing verification of transactional events on the Ethereum Blockchain
- Algorithmic hashing of package information about the disclosure of an event
- Proceeds from the Token-Generation Event (TGE) will be converted to ether through a Shapeshift feature
- The ether will be sent to a Smart Contract which will serve as an Escrow for the TGE funds
- TGE funds will be audited prior and post the TGE, before sending it to anyone’s wallet
- Once, the TGE is complete, the Smart Contract will allot tokens in the “Ether Wallets” addresses of contributors as long as the soft cap is achieved
- SET tokens will rely indirectly on the market value of the Ether coin of Ethereum Blockchain. This will be done through creation of a stable high volume token trading.
• The method of keeping unsold SET tokens in circulation as opposed to wasting them with burning, will ensure stability of token.

• Price stability is of primary importance to encourage token holders to spend on eco-friendly projects & products & not speculate on the trading volumes.

• The unsold tokens from the TGE along with 25% of total funds raised will keep feeding the ether from the Smart contract to the decentralized exchange. The smart contract will be preprogrammed to buy the native tokens left over in the contract and vice-versa for a term of 20 years and more.

• SET token has been generated to ensure functional utility for giving an option to investors and product developers to use an alternative medium for transaction. It is like a token to a gym membership.

• SET token does not encourage speculation and is only for those members who are genuinely interested in contributing to environmental sustainability.

• The value of the SET token will depend on the size of the SET community & the frequency of buying eco-friendly products.
SETMart.io – Environmental B2B Marketplace

We pride ourselves on the culture of innovation fostered in the company & in line with it; we have developed an E-Commerce platform – www.setmart.io. This platform will host and provide showcasing & selling assistance to companies who have products, services, ideas, projects and other innovations relating to the realm of Environmental Protection & Sustainability.

This platform will be powered by Blockchain Technology and with the use of SET tokens as a medium of transaction; it will provide a lot of added benefits for the stakeholders, like

- Opportunity for new and upcoming companies to showcase their product/service/project on a global platform dedicated to Environmental Sustainability

- Funding options which are easy to access through the use of SET tokens

- General public will be able to view all the frontend as well as backend (macro-level data like, “How many numbers of a particular product has been sold in the last month?”) to make informed decisions regarding funding and/or buying

- Time efficiency in identification & selection of projects which need funding and/or hosting
SET Eco-friendly Projects & Products Details

**Project Details** - We already have some products which have been developed keeping in mind Environmental Protection & Green Revolution. Our flagship product **Joy E-Vehicle** is an electric vehicle which supports urban transportation leading to many benefits like:

- Reduction in Carbon Footprint
- Zero CO2 Emissions
- Increase in Healthy Lifestyle
- Time savings in congested traffic cities

Our other products include **Air Purifier, Outdoor Air Pollution Controllers, Solid Waste Management concepts, Parking Payments** & more. All of these products are available at a discount when used with SET tokens.

**Electric Vehicle Sharing Project**

Welcome to the world of suave, efficient urban transportation which leaves no carbon footprint, leads to a healthier lifestyle & does not waste time. Joy E-Vehicle is a modern, battery powered electric vehicle.
Ward Wizard has introduced the electronic vehicle with an Electric Vehicle sharing system which is an urban mobility solution for Public Transportation. The concept uses a novel porting station which will be set-up at strategic places in the city, these stations will have multiple Joy E-Vehicles, which can be rented by citizens for short trips within the city. There will be a monitoring center to track & locate the bicycles. The beauty of this system will be that the payment mechanism will exclusively be done through “SET Tokens”, thereby increasing the circulation of the tokens & ensuring re-usability.

Our team has already pitched this model to various city councils globally. Public Transportation will have an investment potential of $1 Trillion by 2030.

The advantages of Electric Vehicle sharing project for City Councils are:

- Promotion of Healthy Lifestyle
- Smart City Initiative
- Reduction in Pollution
- New Revenue Model
Public Bicycle Sharing

Our flagship product – The E-bikes, have been getting rave reviews since the time it was launched almost 2 years ago. Its sales are showing a Y-O-Y high growth. The reasons why these extra-ordinary growth figures will continue are:

- Global Sales of Electric Bicycles are expected to reach $24.3 Billion in Annual Revenue by 2025.
- Asia-Pacific excluding Japan is a lucrative region and is expected to show high market share by the end of 2022.
- Electric Vehicles market will invite the 2nd highest investment potential in sustainable products industry of $1.6 trillion by 2030 among other green products & services.
- Many global reputed companies have already entered the industry. Some of them include Panasonic Corp, Robert Bosch GMBH, Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd.
Our future market endeavors for **SET E-Vehicle** include:

- Implementation of Electric Vehicle sharing system in the metropolitan cities of the world starting with Australia and South-East Asia regions.

- Promoting it as an eco-friendly product which can serve the dual purpose of Cycling & Pollution Free urban transportation. We have plans to roll out these products in a franchisee system in different cities around the world.

**Blockchain**

Our business model is dependent on the blockchain industry to grow exponentially & keep coming out with innovations for improving the security & payments aspect of financial & contractual transactions across the globe. We are bullish on this technology because of the following reasons:

- Blockchain technology market is expected to grow almost 12 times from $ 210 Million in 2016 to $ 2312 Million by 2021 & $ 16 Billion by 2024.

- The growth in the number of Blockchain Wallet users has been staggering with 3 Million users in 2015 to more than 28 Million users till September 2018.
• In 2017 there were was total investment of $1 Billion in the global Blockchain market

• Companies like Microsoft, Amazon, Asta Solutions, IBM & many others have started implementation of Blockchain platform in their financial & other transactions.

Ethereum – The decentralized platform on which our SET cryptocurrency is valued at $73 Billion in market capitalization and has 78% market share in the Blockchain Industry.

**E-Commerce Platform Services**

We are going to use the E-commerce platform to do 3 important things in our business namely, provide SET blockchain & cryptocurrency platform, sell eco-friendly products and undertake public investment & funding activities. Important information on the e-commerce industry:

• The total sales on various e-commerce platforms was $1336 billion in 2014, which will increase almost 4 times to $4878 billion by 2021.
• The total number of new digital buyers will reach 2.14 billion by 2021
• Again, the Asia-Pacific market will be global driver of E-commerce sales in the world
• Multiple issues of current e-commerce industry like payments, supply chain management, data security, transparent marketplace, satisfied retailers will all be resolved in one swoop by the Blockchain technology.

Our future endeavor for **E-Commerce Platform** services are:

• Marketing & providing Blockchain& SET platform to as many e-commerce players as possible starting with Asia market

**Car Sharing System**

Another of one our future innovative, environmental friendly, public utility ambitious project which has the potential to change the Urban landscape of a smart city. This project will provide electric cars as public taxis which can be used for car sharing and of course the payment mechanism will be through SET tokens. The global car sharing industry figures paint a very rosy picture:
• According to a report by Global Market Insights Inc., the global Car sharing market is expected to cross 11 Billion by 2024.

• The global car fleet size and number of members will grow at about 20% CAGR.

Robert Bosch has entered the industry being the most reputed of many automotive companies who are entering the industry.

We plan to initiate this project from Australia and eventually expanding to India, Middle East & other global markets.

Strategic Partners –

Our strategic partners support us in our endeavors to make our world a greener and a better place to live in. They provide various types of technologies, products & services which interact and/or deal with SET platform. Some of their products are:

1) Strata Group- [https://www.stratagroup.in/](https://www.stratagroup.in/)

Strata group’s Outdoor Air Pollution Controller and Solid Waste Management project are being offered on the SET platform. There are various project tie-up’s going on with farmers and other local corporations for the mentioned products.
Solid Waste Management

2) Multi Technology Sp. Z O.O.-
http://multitechnology.pl/o-firmie.html
An ICT industry behemoth. Wardwizard has tied-up with this company to provide innovative solutions for advanced multifunctional (Car Park) payment terminals

Why SET?

- Unrestricted access to participate globally in investing in the SET community
- There is no minimum limit on investment, you can become a SET member with any amount.
- All the inventors just need their product or idea to be innovative & practical, all the other things including Funding, Marketing, Development will be done in conjunction with SET without any unwanted regulations or compliances whatsoever
- Since our existence is not supported by any Governmental entity, our company solely exists as per the demand-supply dynamics of our global network of Buyers, Investors & Sellers. This essentially means that our company value will
be calculated based on the frequency of SET coins available in the market

- The Blockchain & Smart Contract technology ensures there will be no inter-party disputes or breach of trust for anyone transacting on our platform.

- We have a unique business model which utilizes the best of technology & social innovation & blends them in successful community projects like PBS

- Appreciation of returns in short-term. Since all we need is good commercially viable projects to bolster the circulation of SET tokens, our investors can expect early returns on their investment, compared to other financial instruments.

- Retail buyers of our products, who are SET members, can get inherent benefits of seeing the value of their SET tokens rise upon which they can buy our company products our products of third-party companies, who are on SET ecosystem at a discounted price.

Mission Statement

The aim of creating SET tokens was simple – “We wanted to support the community of innovative social entrepreneurs to realize their aspirations of transforming our planet in a greener & healthier mode”. To that effect we have consciously tried to leverage the latest technologies namely Blockchain & Social Media, to realize their aspirations in conjunction with ours.

Third-Party Benefits

The SET ecosystem consists of third-party associates who are responsible for the success of the company. Some of the third-party associates are:

- Eco-Friendly Product manufacturers

- Retail Buyers
- City level Government & Semi Government Authorities
- Social Entrepreneurs
- Private companies wanting to use Blockchain Platform

The benefits are:
- Novel uses of blockchain technology including Payment mechanism, Payments, Supply Chain Management, Security & much more
- SET platform membership which entails an opportunity of capital appreciation & discounted product sales
- Funding opportunities for Products & Projects which promote environmental sustainability & innovation
- Innovative payment mechanisms for public projects undertaken by civic authorities like Public Bicycle Sharing.

**Bringing the World Closer**

We at SET Environment and Technology Solutions Pty Limited, Australia through our clubbing of Blockchain Technology, SET Token Platform & Innovative Eco-Friendly projects & products have done our bit to abolish geographical restrictions & bring people who need each other’s skill-sets & services closer.

- An inventor in remote India wanting to connect with an investor can do so through our platform without any regulatory or financial challenges
- We have brought the global market to be dependent exclusively on **Supply-Demand Dynamics** and not any interference from public or private decision-makers who have no domain expertise; hence **Fresh Ideas & Different thoughts** are given more preference on our platform.
- An exporter in Africa having a superior product will be able to sell his/her product seamlessly with minimal contractual hassles

There are numerous such cases which can be made possible by our company with support from different avenues and we can
definitely see this possibility materializing in the near future.

Revenue Model

The SET platform through its inherent nature of development supported by various projects implementation and through its platform. The primary sources are:

- SET Token (Discount/Utility) Generation Sale
- Sale of Products on SET platform through SET Token
- Account Maintenance and Product Listing Fees from Sellers
- Account Maintenance Fees from SET Platform users
- Community Survey fees from Sellers through SET tokens
- Electric Vehicle sharing project in different global locations starting with India
- Outdoor Air Pollution Controllers Installation
- Trading of Carbon Credits
- Renewable Power Trading
- Consulting & Advisory
- Marketplace for projects, products, services, ideas & other innovations promoting environmental sustainability
- Crypto Fund House Operations
- Direct Sales of allied products of sister companies like Hydrogen Bottles, Battery powered Bicycles, Air Purifiers and more
Our Team

The composition of our team is such that we have active support of domain experts from varied fields. Our team of global experts are -

Yatin Gupte, Group Chairman

Mandar Bhalerao, Co-Chairman

Mandar Bhalerao is specialist in organization development, strategic planning, training & development, recruitment, performance management. Mandar plays a vital role in growing of Wardwizard Solution organization in domestic and global market. He is dedicated to share his experience, knowledge and skills for the development of his company and employees individual growth.
Ravindran has 20+ years of experience in Sales, Marketing channel sales, Business Development, Key Account Management, Advertising etc. As CEO at Save Environment Token- SET, he leads a team of like-minded individuals who are committed to sustainable & equitable development of a blockchain based ecosystem centrally themed around environmental offerings. The said ecosystem is an offering of Electric Vehicles, Renewable Energy Power Generation, blockchain integrated e-marketplace centrally themed around environmental offerings.

For the past 2 years, Sajid Malek has been associated with Wardwizard Solution Technology and driving their business initiative into IT security solutions, battery powered bicycle, air purifiers and FMCG etc. After his bachelor degree he did a certificate course in Graphic Design and has worked in real estate and constructions. Now he is a key member of Wardwizard Solutions.

Jeegar Anant Desai is well skilled in blockchain technology development and Crypto Mining. He is an experienced founder with a demonstrated history of working in the computer software industry. Jeegar has a strong entrepreneurship professional with a MBA focused in International Marketing from Goldey-Beacom College, UK. The technology framework has been ably developed and supported by Mr. Jeegar Desai who has extensive insight into latest and emerging technologies like AI, ML, IoT and not to forget the Blockchain Technology.
Nikhil Raul, Vice-President, Operations (Adelaide, South Australia, Australia)

Nikhil is a strategic-thinking and versatile professional with more than 18 years of experience in HR, Quality Systems, and Accounts with Sales. With his demonstrated ability to shoulder cross-functional responsibilities and result-driven strategies, he has always set a mark in achieving his designated targets and contributed to the growth of his organization. His global presence and experience along with his interpersonal skills have been a precise tool to create an efficient network of investors for Wardwizard Netherlands. He has also been a crypto enthusiast for the past one year and has a strong belief in wealth creation through this vertical.
Honorary Advisory Board

Chris Cowan (Adelaide, South Australia, Australia), Board of Advisors

Chris has more than twenty years of experience working in various senior and MD roles within the environmental space in Australia and has been involved in the delivery of some of the largest multi-site environmental projects & programs in Australia.

Shelley Pollock (Adelaide, South Australia, Australia), Board of Advisors

Shelley has wealth of operational experience with the Government and White certificate schemes in Australia. Her career within the industry began with a role in the Community Liaison Unit at the South Australian Department of Environment and Heritage.

Amol Chaphekar (MD, Strata Enviro Pvt. Ltd, India), Board of Advisors

He is the Managing Director of Strata Group which invests in Select Disruptive Patented Technology Products and supports to boost the global sales of its portfolio companies exponentially through a very unique and credible network of business partners across the globe.
Mukesh Sharma (Business Consulting, Australia),
Board of Advisors

Mukesh has a background as both a currency trading entrepreneur and a utility payment specialist. Prior to being an advisor to SET, Mukesh worked with utility clients across globe. His diverse background in global payment includes utility financial reporting, regulatory fund management and payment solutions.

Sandeep Hissaria, Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Board of Advisors

Sandeep is a senior finance professional with 20 years of extensive hands on experience in management business leadership, Insightful experience with companies in Manufacturing, Trading & projects industry with operations across the globe.
**Tokenomics**

SET plans to distribute its tokens through the following mechanism. The distribution of tokens is as below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ticker</th>
<th>SET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total number of Tokens on Sale</strong></td>
<td>55 Million SET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost on One SET Token</strong></td>
<td>0.9 USD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tokens for Closed group Offering</strong></td>
<td>4 Million SET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tokens for referral marketing program</strong></td>
<td>20 Million SET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tokens for Promoter Stake</strong></td>
<td>18 Million SET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Provision for Payout and Rewards</strong></td>
<td>12 Million SET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tokens for Bounty &amp; Airdrop</strong></td>
<td>1 Million SET</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SET Tokens are available for buy/sell on the following internationally recognised Cryptocurrency exchanges -

[www.mercatox.com](http://www.mercatox.com)
[https://mercatox.com/exchange/SET/ETH](https://mercatox.com/exchange/SET/ETH)

[www.Tradesatoshi.com](http://www.Tradesatoshi.com)
[https://tradesatoshi.com/Exchange/?market=SET/BTC](https://tradesatoshi.com/Exchange/?market=SET/BTC)
Citizens and tax residents from the following countries are excluded from participating in dealing with SET tokens:

- China
- Nepal
- Afghanistan
- Canada
- Bangladesh
- South Korea
- Syria
- Bolivia
- Pakistan
- North Korea
- Lebanon
- Iceland
- USA
Funding Strategy

Our funding strategy has been finalized after accounting for both short-term & long-term objectives of the company.

We want to ensure the following objectives be met from the initial funds received from the Token Generation Event (TGE) –

- Funding for the capital and operational requirements of in-house company projects like SET Platform Development, Public Bicycle Sharing (PBS) & more
- Availability of funds to social entrepreneurs who want to develop environmentally sustainable product, project & service
- Development & Operational costs of SET Platform
The utilization chart for funds is as follows:

- Development – 50%
- Marketing – 15%
- Legal – 5%
- Operations – 10%
- Infrastructure – 5%
- Administration – 5%
- Miscellaneous – 10%
Roadmap

- **15th Jan 2018**
  Whitepaper Version 0.1

- **21st Jan 2018**
  Completion of Legal Formalities

- **30th Jan 2018**
  PR Distribution Start Globally

- **7th Feb 2018**
  Close Group TGE Sale Starts

- **1st May 2018**
  Pre TGE Sale Starts

- **4th Sep 2018**
  Pre TGE Sale Ends

- **5th Sep 2018**
  TGE Starts

- **3rd Nov 2018**
  TGE Ends

- **Jan-Feb 2019**
  Post TGE Development

- **Feb 2019**
  Listing on Reputed Exchanges

- **March 2019**
  Platform Beta Version

- **April 2019**
  Testing & Opening of Platform
Legal, Regulations and Compliance

Some of the elements of SET’s Whitepaper are governed by international legal terms. The SET team exclusively believes in best practice policies and procedures intended to ensure legal and regulatory compliance. Every member shall comply with the AML and KYC norms of the global standards.

SET is committed to maintaining compliance with laws, regulation and licensing with governing bodies to achieve sustainable growth. Our platform will enforce the rules and regulations related to buying/selling of products, money transfer, user protection act, data security and deceptive business practices and other procedure intended to legal and regulatory compliance in the countries where our platform is operational. We desire to act with the highest standards of integrity, honesty & accountability.

Important Notices/Disclaimer

Limitations Waiver of Liability:

The user expressly agrees that the user is engaging in the SET token sale at the user’s sole risk and that SET tokens are sold on an “As-Is” basis without warranties of any kind, either expressed or implied, including, but not limited to, warranties of title or implied warranties, merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose (except only to the extent prohibited under applicable law with any legally required warranty period to the shorter of thirty days from first use or the minimum period required by law in most jurisdictions).

You acknowledge and agree that, to the fullest extent permitted by any applicable law, you will not hold third parties or individuals associated with the Set token sale liable for any and all damages or injury whatsoever caused by or related to use of, or inability to use, set tokens or the set platform under any cause or action whatsoever of any kind in any jurisdiction, including, without limitation, actions for breach of warranty, breach of contract or tort (including negligence) and that none of the third parties or individuals associated with the SET token sale shall be liable for any indirect, incidental, special, exemplary or consequential damages, including for loss of profits which are never implied regarding the purchase of Set tokens for ‘Utility’ and not as an investment along with goodwill or data, in any way whatsoever arising out of the use of, or inability to use, or creation of, or inability to create,
SET tokens and that SET’s contribution to the SET token sale is that a ‘Contribution’ not a purchase or investment instead basically a donation contribution.

You further specifically acknowledge that the third parties or individuals associated with the SET token sale and creation will not be liable, and you agree not to seek to hold any of the third parties or individuals associated with the SET token sale, or creation liable, for the conduct of third parties, including others involved in the creation of SET tokens, and that the risk of contributing to the Set token sale rests entirely with you.

**Additional Disclaimers**

Neither the software nor its creators provide legal advice and this code was not created to provide legal advice or substitute for legal advice. By using this code you also agree to the SET Privacy Policy and Terms of Service listed on our website:

If you use this software to provide legal advice you may be subject to civil & criminal liability. Practicing law without a license is a violation of criminal law in some jurisdictions. Consult a lawyer licensed in SET’s jurisdiction if you have any questions about what does or does not constitute the practice of law.

**Important Disclaimer**

Nothing herein is intended to be understood as legal advice. Consult a lawyer qualified to provide legal advice in SET’s jurisdiction.

**Conclusion**

The SET token is poised for success. By riding the wave from the megatrend that is occurring with eco-friendly products, the company has become one of the first to use Blockchain Technology to service this underserviced sector.

Selling a tangible product that is good for the environment as well your health creates a value to the token. The value can continue to grow with the demand for all things eco-friendly finding favour from retail buyers as well as institutional
investors that come out in support environmentally of a cleaner environment for all of humanity.

**Privacy Policy**

The profile of all members on the platform shall be explicitly confidential, and will not be disclosed to any other member on platform unless an express consent is sought by the member. Data on the platform is held in a distributed way. This is important to avoid the user data breaches that befall centralized databases. Continual development requires developers to have permission to access to update the software and as a result, the back-end marketplace will be centralized and under the control of SET as an organization. The platform inherits the trust sensitive aspects of the protocol which tokens underpin the product. The platform is committed to keeping any and all personal information collected from the individuals that visit our website and make use of the platform accurate, confidential, secure and private.

**Disclaimer**

We are continuously improving our Whitepaper and revisions will be made on an ongoing basis.